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Thoughts create things so why can’t you create the life you want? Its because you don’t know t
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Article Body:
If you have studied personal development or self improvement for a while then you will be awar

In fact the very world that we now live in is the sum total of everyone´s previous thoughts. T

But we can go a step further than that! Thought, in fact, shapes everything that exists, every
Well, the short simple and powerful answer is - yes!

Through the power of deliberate controlled thought that we can create absolutely anything we w

Thinking or Intention, is the first step in the manifestation process but there are 2 other fu

The second step in conscious manifestation is emotion. Your directed thoughts must be backed b
You must begin to reverse this method of thinking immediately. Think only of what you do want

The second key step of manifestation is the one most people completely overlook but it is just

Each of us here on earth has our own special role to play in symphony of life. We are all inte

Although thoughts which are backed by emotion become an unstoppable force, you still need to b
Here the Universe is trying to set her on a path to her desires. Even if they were things she
So lets recap on the 3 steps:
Step 1 - thoughts create things.

Step 2 - thoughts that are backed by strong emotion or belief will rearrange the very Universe

Step 3 - action is necessary to bring you into a position to accept the physical equivalent of

You can create the life of your dreams. Thoughts really do create things. Use these three simp
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